African American Studies Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/minors/ugrd-afam-mn)
African Studies Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/minors/ugrd-afst-mn)
Archaeology Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/arcp/ugrd-arcp-mn)
Art History Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/art/ugrd-arha-mn)
Caribbean Studies Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/minors/ugrd-cbst-mn)
Chemistry Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/chem/ugrd-chem-mn)
College of East Asian Studies Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/ceas/ugrd-ceas-mn)
Dance Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/danc/ugrd-danc-mn)
Data Analysis Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/qac/ugrd-data-mn)
Economics Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/econ/ugrd-econ-mn)
Education Studies Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/minors/ugrd-edst-mn)
Film Studies Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/film/ugrd-film-mn)
French Studies Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/rlan/ugrd-frst-mn)
German Studies Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/grst/ugrd-grst-mn)
History Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/hist/ugrd-hist-mn)
Integrated Design, Engineering & Applied Science Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/minors/ugrd-idea-mn)
Medieval Studies Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/mdst/ugrd-mdst-mn)
Planetary Science Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/minors/ugrd-psci-mn)
Religion Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/reli/ugrd-reli-mn)
Russian, East European & Eurasian Studies Minor (catalog.wesleyan.edu/departments/rees/ugrd-rees-mn)